Denim / Garment Finishing Specialist
Job Purpose
HUB 1922, the Fashion Division of RUDOLF GROUP established in Milan (Italy), is looking for a Denim / garment
finishing specialist.
Reporting to the Head of Fashion Division, working closely with the HUB 1922 Creative Director and with the
RUDOLF GROUP’s chemical R&D, the Denim / garment finishing specialist is an individual with a wide range of
competences. He/She couples a deep knowledge of chemical auxiliaries applied to garments with a strong
sense of aesthetic. He/She assumes a key function in developing meaningful product innovation, enriches
the seasonal collections, manages projects of strategic value as well as internal and external activities with
customers.
Job duties
Primarily responsible for turning responsible chemistry and techniques into product expressions 		
_
with highly commercial appeal
_
Accountable for the testing and benchmark of auxiliary and dyeing solutions
_
Responsible for the description and filing of process descriptions (recipes) that must be relevant and
reproducible
_
Along with the Creative Director, he/she contributes to enrich the collections with ideas that fit into 		
seasonal concepts
_
Key reference for customers, he/she manages technical and creative workshops and travels to 		
customers to follow-up and troubleshoot
_
Ensures that an adequate number of copies of developments are available to RUDOLF’s technical
/commercial network and manages the HUB 1922 archive
_
Use every external relationship as an opportunity to consolidate the existing business and to create 		
additional leads
Skills / Qualifications
_
Training in textile engineering or similar, or extensive experience
_
Detailed knowledge of chemical auxiliaries and dyes applied to garments and general knowledge of
fashion markets
_
Excellent team-player
_
Developed sense of aesthetic
_
Good written and verbal communication
_
Good project management
_
Mastering of the English language spoken and written is a must (any other language is a plus)
What we offer
_
Interesting network (internal and external)
_
Global travelling
_
Many opportunities for advancement
_
Possibility to realise own ideas
_
Good salary package
Are you interested?
If so, please send your application to info@hub1922.com

